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Abstract10

In this paper, we aim at tackling a general but interesting cross-modality feature learn-

ing question in remote sensing community — can a limited amount of highly-discrimin-

ative (e.g., hyperspectral) training data improve the performance of a classification

task using a large amount of poorly-discriminative (e.g., multispectral) data? Tradi-

tional semi-supervised manifold alignment methods do not perform sufficiently well

for such problems, since the hyperspectral data is very expensive to be largely col-

lected in a trade-off between time and efficiency, compared to the multispectral data.

To this end, we propose a novel semi-supervised cross-modality learning framework,

called learnable manifold alignment (LeMA). LeMA learns a joint graph structure di-

rectly from the data instead of using a given fixed graph defined by a Gaussian ker-

nel function. With the learned graph, we can further capture the data distribution by

graph-based label propagation, which enables finding a more accurate decision bound-

ary. Additionally, an optimization strategy based on the alternating direction method of

multipliers (ADMM) is designed to solve the proposed model. Extensive experiments

on two hyperspectral-multispectral datasets demonstrate the superiority and effective-

ness of the proposed method in comparison with several state-of-the-art methods.
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1. Introduction14

Multispectral (MS) imagery has been receiving an increasing interest in the urban15

area (e.g. a large-scale land-cover mapping [1] [2], building localization [3]), agri-16

culture [4], and mineral products [5], as operational optical broadband (multispectral)17

satellites (e.g. Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 [6]) enable the multispectral imagery openly18

available on a global scale. In general, a reliable classifier needs to be trained on a19

large amount of labeled, discriminative, and high-quality samples. Unfortunately, la-20

beling data, in particular large-scale data, is very gruelling and time-consuming. A21

natural alternative way to this issue is to consider tons of unlabeled data, yielding a22

semi-supervised learning. On the other hand, MS data fails to spectrally discriminate23

similar classes due to its broad spectral bandwidth. A simple way is to improve the data24

quality by fusing high-discriminative hyperspectral (HS) data [6]. Although such data25

is expensive to collect, we may be able to expect a small amount of such data available.26

The aforementioned two points motivate us to raise a question related to transfer learn-27

ing and cross-modality learning: Can a limited amount of HS training data partially28

overlapping MS data improve the performance of a classification task using a large29

coverage of MS testing data?30

Over the past decades, land-cover and land-use classification tasks of optical re-31

mote sensing imagery has received increasing attention in the unsupervised [7] [8] [9],32

supervised [10] [11], and semi-supervised ways [12] [13]. To our best knowledge,33

the classifying ability in unsupervised learning (or dimensionality reduction) still re-34

mains limited, due to missing label information. By fully considering the variability of35

intra-class and inter-class from labels, supervised learning is able to perform the clas-36

sification task better. In reality, a limited number of labeled samples usually hinders37

the trained classier towards a high classification performance, further leading to a pos-38

sible failure in some challenging classification or transferring tasks owing to the lack39

of generalization and representability. Alternatively, semi-supervised learning draws40

into plenty of unlabeled data in learning process. This is capable of better capturing41

the distribution of different categories in order to find an accurate decision boundary.42
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On the other hand, considerable work related to transfer learning (TL) or domain43

adaptation (DA) has been successfully developed and applied in the remote sensing44

community [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. According to the different transferred objects, the45

TL or DA approaches can be roughly categorized into three groups, including parame-46

ter adaptation, instance-based transfer, and feature-based alignment or representation.47

The seminal work dealing with parameter adaptation was presented in [20] and48

[21], aiming at transferring an existing classifier (or parameters) trained or learned49

from the source domain to the target domain. Differently, the instance-based trans-50

ferring technique transfers the knowledge by reweighting [22] or resampling [23] the51

samples of the source domain to those of the target domain. A similar idea based on52

active learning [24] has also been proposed to address this issue, by selecting the most53

informative samples in the target domain to replace with those samples of the source54

domain that do not match the data distribution of the target domain [25].55

For the final group of feature-based alignment or representation, manifold align-56

ment (MA) is one of the most popular semi-supervised learning framework [26] that57

facilitates transfer learning. MA has been successfully applied to various tasks in58

remote sensing community, e.g. classification [27], data visualization [28], multi-59

modality data analysis [13], etc. The key idea of MA can be generalized as learning a60

common (or shared) subspace where different data can be aligned to learn a joint fea-61

ture representation. Generally, existing MA methods can be approximately categorized62

into unsupervised, supervised, and semi-supervised approaches. The unsupervised ap-63

proach usually fails to align multimodal data sufficiently well, as their corresponding64

low-dimensional embeddings may be quite diverse [29]. In the supervised case, only65

aligning the limited number of training samples to learn a common subspace leads to66

weak transferability. While preserving a joint manifold structure created by both la-67

beled and unlabeled data, semi-supervised alignment allows different data sources to68

be better transformed into the common subspace [30].69

Although the joint manifold structure used in conventional semi-supervised MA70

approaches can relate features or instances, poor connections between the common71

subspace and label information still hinder the low-dimensional feature representa-72

tion from being more discriminative. More importantly, in most graph-based semi-73
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supervised learning algorithms (e.g. graph-based label propagation (GLP) [31], semi-74

supervised manifold alignment (S-SMA [13]) [30]), the topology of unlabeled samples75

is merely given by a fixed Gaussian kernel function, which is computed in the original76

space rather than in the common space. This makes it difficult to adaptively transfer77

unlabeled samples into the learned common subspace, particularly when applied to78

multimodal data due to different numbers of dimensions. To address these issues, we79

propose a learnable manifold alignment (LeMA) by a data-driven graph learning di-80

rectly from a common subspace so as to make the multimodal data comparable as well81

as improve the explainability of the learned common subspace, which further results82

in a better transferability. More specifically, our contributions can be summarized as83

follows:84

• We propose a novel semi-supervised cross-modality learning framework called85

learnable manifold alignment (LeMA) for a large-scale land-cover classification86

task. One spectrally-poor MS and one spectrally rich HS data are considered as87

two different modalities and applied for this task, where the spatial extent of the88

former is a true superset of that of the latter.89

• Unlike jointly feature learning in which the model is both trained and tested from90

completed HS-MS correspondences, LeMA learns an aligned feature subspace91

from the labeled HS-MS correspondences and partially unlabeled MS data, and92

allows to identify out-of-samples using either MS data or HS data; Such the93

learnt subspace is a good fit for our case of cross-modality learning 1.94

• Instead of directly computing graph structure with a Gaussian kernel function, a95

data-driven graph learning method is exploited behind LeMA in order to strengthen96

the abilities of transferring and generalization;97

• An optimization framework based on the alternating direction method of multi-98

pliers (ADMM) is designed to fast and effectively solve the proposed model.99

1In contrast to multi-modal learning (bi-modality for example), cross-modal learning trains on single
modality and tests on bi-modality, or vice versa (train on bi-modality and test on single modality).
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Figure 1: An illustration of the proposed LeMA method.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II elaborates on our100

motivation and proposes the methodology for the LeMA and the corresponding opti-101

mization algorithm. In Section III, we present the experimental results on two HS-MS102

datasets over the areas of the University of Houston and Chikusei, respectively, and103

meanwhile discuss the qualitative and quantitative analysis. Section IV concludes with104

a summary.105

2. Learnable Manifold Alignment (LeMA)106

In this section, a cross-modality learning problem is firstly casted and the moti-107

vation is stated in the following. Accordingly, we formulate the methodology of our108

proposed and then elucidate an ADMM-based optimization algorithm to solve it.109

2.1. Problem Statement and Motivation110

For many high-level data analysis tasks in remote sensing community, such as111

land-cover classification, data collection plays an important role, since information-112

rich training samples enable us to easily find an optimal decision boundary.113
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Figure 2: An example for the joint adjacency matrix W̃.

There is, however, a typical bottleneck in collecting a large amount of labeled and114

discriminative data. Despite the MS data available at a global scale from the satel-115

lites of Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8, the identification and discrimination of materials are116

unattainable at an accuracy level by MS data, resulting from its poorly spectral infor-117

mation. On the contrary, HS data is characterized by rich spectral information, but only118

can be acquired in very small areas, due to the limitations of imaging sensors. This is-119

sue naturally guides us to jointly utilize the HS and MS bi-modal data, specifically120

leading to the following interesting and challenging question can a limited number of121

HS training data contribute to the classification task of a large-scale MS data?122

A feasible solution to the issue can be unfolded to two parts: 1) cross-modality123

learning: learning a common subspace where the features are expected to absorb the124

different properties from the HS-MS modalities and meanwhile the HS and MS data125

can be transferred each other; 2) semi-supervised learning: Embedding massive unla-126

beled MS samples which are relatively in large quantities and easy to be collected, so127

as to learn a more discriminative feature representation. Fig. 1 illustrates the workflow128

of LeMA.129
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2.2. Problem Formulation130

To effectively model the aforementioned issue, we intend to develop a joint learning131

framework which better learns a discriminative common subspace from high-quality132

HS data and low-quality MS data. Intuitively, such a common subspace can be shaped133

by selectively absorbing the benefits of both high-quality data with more details and134

low-quality data with more structural information. Therefore, following a popular joint135

learning framework [32], we formulate the common subspace learning problem as136

min
P,Θ

1

2
‖Ỹ −PΘX̃‖2F +

α

2
‖P‖2F +

β

2
tr(ELET) s.t. E = ΘX̃, ΘΘT = I, (1)

where Ỹ = [Y,Y] ∈ Rd×2N and Y ∈ Rd×N is the label matrix represented by137

one-hot encoding, X̃ =

XH 0

0 XM

 ∈ R(dH+dM )×2N and XH and XM stand re-138

spectively for the data from hyperspectral and multispectral domains, Θ = [ΘH ,ΘM ]139

and P are respectively the common subspace projection and the linear projection to140

bridge the common subspace and label information. L = D −W ∈ R2N×2N stands141

for a joint Laplacian matrix, W is an adjacency matrix and Dii =
∑
i 6=j Wi,j . W is142

generally used to measure the similarity between samples. With the orthogonal con-143

straint (ΘΘT = I), the global optimal solutions with respect to the variables Θ and P144

can be theoretically guaranteed [32].145

The first term of Eq. (1) is a fidelity term, and the regularization term α
2 ‖P‖

2
F146

parameterized by α aims to achieve a reliable generalization of the proposed model.147

The third term acts as supervised manifold alignment (SMA) [26]. We refer to the148

proposed framework for joint common subspace learning as CoSpace.149

To further exploit the information of unlabeled samples, we extend the CoSpace150

in Eq. (1) to LeMA by learning a joint Laplacian matrix, which can be formulated as151

follows with extra constraints related to necessary conditions of L̃:152

min
P,Θ,L̃

1

2
‖Ỹ −PΘX̃‖2F +

α

2
‖P‖2F +

β

2
tr(HL̃HT)

s.t. H = ΘX̃′, ΘΘT = I, L̃ = L̃T, L̃i,j,i 6=j � 0, L̃i,j,i=j � 0, tr(L̃) = s,

(2)
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Algorithm 1: Learnable Manifold Alignment (LeMA)
Input: Ỹ, X̃, X̃′, L̃, α, β, maxIter.
Output: P,Θ, L̃

1 t = 1, ζ = 1e− 4;
2 Initializating P and Θ
3 while not converged or t > maxIter do
4 Fix other variables to update P by Eq. (6)
5 Fix other variables to update Θ by Algorithm 2

6 Fix other variables to update L̃ by equivalently optimizing W̃ in a distributed fashion:
7 1. update W̃HU by Algorithm 3;
8 2. update W̃MU by Algorithm 3;
9 3. align W̃HU and W̃MU by max(W̃HU ,W̃MU );

10 4. update W̃UU by Algorithm 4

11 5. compute L̃ = D̃− W̃, D̃ii =
∑

i 6=j W̃ij

12 Compute the objective function value Et+1 and check the convergence condition: if

|E
t+1−Et

Et | < ζ then
13 Stop iteration;
14 else
15 t← t+ 1;
16 end
17 end

where X̃′ =

XH 0 0

0 XM XU

 ∈ R(dH+dM )×(2N+NU ), L̃ ∈ R(2N+NU )×(2N+NU ),153

and XU ∈ RdM×NU represents the unlabeled MS samples and s > 0 controls the154

scale. Note that a feasible and effective approach to choose the unlabeled data with155

respect to the variable X̃′ is to group total samples besides the training samples into156

some landmarks (cluster centers). These landmarks are used as the unlabeled data,157

which can fully take into account the available information and meanwhile effectively158

reduce the computational cost. Due to the use of clustering technique in unlabeled159

data, we experimentally and empirically set the ratio of labeled and unlabeled data to160

approximately be 1:1.161

The model in Eq. (2) can be simplified by optimizing the adjacency matrix (W̃)162

instead of directly solving a hard optimization problem of L̃, then we have163

tr(HL̃HT) =
1

2
tr(W̃Z) =

1

2
‖W̃ � Z‖1,1, (3)

where W̃ ∈ R(2N+NU )×(2N+NU ), Z ∈ R(2N+NU )×(2N+NU ) is defined as a pairwise164

Euclidean distance matrix : Zi,j = ‖Hi − Hj‖2. � denotes the Schur-Hadamard165
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Algorithm 2: Solving the subproblem for Θ

Input: Ỹ, P, J, X̃, X̃′, L̃, β, maxIter.
Output: Θ.

1 Initialization: Θ = 0, G = 0, Λ1 = 0, Λ2 = 0, µ = 10−3, µmax = 106, ρ = 1.5, ε = 10−6,
t = 1.

2 while not converged or t > maxIter do
3 Fix other variables to update J by J = (PTP + µI)−1(PTỸ + µΘX̃−Λ1).
4 Fix other variables to update Θ by

Θ = (µJX̃T + Λ1X̃T + µG + Λ2)× (µX̃X̃T + µI + βX̃′L̃X̃′T)−1.

5 Fix other variables to update G by
[U,S,V] = svd(Θ−Λ2/µ), G = UIn×mV.

6 Update Lagrange multipliers by

Λ1 ← Λ1 + µ(J−ΘX̃), Λ2 ← Λ2 + µ(G−Θ).

7 Update penalty parameter by µ = min(ρµ, µmax).

8 Check the convergence conditions: if ‖J−ΘX̃‖F < ε and ‖G−Θ‖F < ε then
9 Stop iteration;

10 else
11 t← t+ 1;
12 end
13 end

(termwise) product.166

Using Eq. (3), we can equivalently convert the optimization problem of smooth167

manifold in (2) to that of graph sparsity168

min
P,Θ,W̃

1

2
‖Ỹ −PΘX̃‖2F +

α

2
‖P‖2F +

β

4
‖W̃ � Z‖1,1

s.t. H = ΘX̃′, ΘΘT = I, W̃ = W̃T, W̃i,j � 0, ‖W̃‖1,1 = s,

(4)

where ‖W̃ � Z‖1,1 can be interpreted as a weighted `1-norm of W̃ which enforces169

weighted sparsity.170

We further elaborate the relationship between the proposed LeMA model and our171

motivation in an easy-understanding way. In general, we aim at finding a common172

subspace by learning a pair of projections (ΘM and ΘH ) corresponding to two kinds173

of different modalities (e.g., MS and HS), respectively. In order to effectively improve174

the discriminative ability of the learned subspace, we make a connection between the175

subspace and label information by jointly estimating the regression coefficient P and176

common projections Θ, as formulated in Eq. (1). What’s more, the alignment behavior177

of different modalities can be represented by W’s connectivity, that is, if the ith sample178
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Algorithm 3: Solving the subproblem for W̃HU(MU)

Input: ZH(M), ZU , W̃, β, maxIter.

Output: W̃.

1 Initialization: M = W̃, S = U = K = 0, Λ1 = Λ2 = Λ3 = Λ4 = 0, µ = 10−2,
µmax = 106, ρ = 2, ε = 10−6, t = 1.

2 Compute Z: Zi,j = ‖Zi
H(M)

− Zj
U‖

2
F.

3 while not converged or t > maxIter do
4 Fix other variables to update W̃ by

W̃ = (M + S + U + K + Λ1 + Λ2 ++Λ3 + Λ4)/(4µ).

5 Fix other variables to update U by U = max(W̃ −Λ1/µ, 0).
6 Fix other variables to update M by

M = max(‖W̃ −Λ2/µ‖1,1 − (βZ/4µ), 0)� sign(W̃ −Λ2/µ).

7 Fix other variables to update S by S = prox(W̃ −Λ3/µ).

8 Fix other variables to update K by K = min(W̃ −Λ4/µ, 1/Nk).
9 Update Lagrange multipliers by

Λ1 = Λ1 + µ(U− W̃), Λ2 = Λ2 + µ(M− W̃),

Λ3 = Λ3 + µ(S− W̃), Λ4 = Λ4 + µ(K− W̃).

10 Update penalty parameter by µ = min(ρµ, µmax). Check the convergence conditions: if
‖U− W̃‖F < ε and ‖M− W̃‖F < ε and ‖S− W̃‖F < ε and ‖K− W̃‖F < ε and
‖W̃t+1 − W̃t‖F < ε then

11 Stop iteration;
12 else
13 t← t+ 1;
14 end
15 end

Xi and the jth sample Xj are connected (Wi,j = 1), and then the two samples belong179

to the same class; vice versa. Besides, we construct an extra adjacency matrix based on180

those unlabeled samples in order to globally capture the data distribution. The matrix181

is usually obtained by a Gaussian kernel function (semi-supervised CoSpace) and also182

can be learned from the data (LeMA as formulated in Eq. (2)).183

2.3. Model Optimization184

Considering the complexity of the non-convex problem (4), an iterative alternating185

optimization strategy is adopted to solve the convex subproblems of each variable P,186

Θ, and W. An implementation of LeMA is given in Algorithm 1.187

Optimization with respect to P: This is a typical least-squares problem with Tikhonov188
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regularization, which can be formulated as189

min
P

1

2
‖Ỹ −PΘX̃‖2F +

α

2
‖P‖2F, (5)

which has a closed-form solution190

P = (ỸET)(EET + αI)−1, (6)

where E = ΘX̃.191

Optimization with respect to Θ: the optimization problem for Θ can be formulated192

as193

min
Θ

1

2
‖Ỹ −PΘX̃‖2F +

β

2
tr(HL̃HT) s.t. H = ΘX̃′, ΘΘT = I. (7)

In order to solve (7) effectively with ADMM, we consider an equivalent form by intro-194

ducing auxiliary variables J and G to replace ΘX̃ and Θ, respectively.195

min
Θ,J,G

1

2
‖Ỹ −PJ‖2F +

β

2
tr(ΘX̃′L̃(ΘX̃′)T)

s.t. J = ΘX̃, G = Θ, GGT = I.

(8)

Algorithm 2 lists the more detailed procedures for solving the problem (8).196

Optimization with respect to W̃: W̃ is a joint adjacency matrix and consists mainly197

of nine parts as shown in Fig. 2. Among the nine parts, W̃HH , W̃HM , W̃MH and198

W̃MM can be directly inferred from label information in the form of the LDA-like199

graph [33]:200

W̃i,j =

 1/Nk, if Xi and Xj belong to the k-th class;

0, otherwise.
(9)

Given the symmetry of W̃, (i.e., W̃HM = W̃MH , W̃MU = W̃UM , and W̃MU =201

W̃UM ), we only need to update three of out nine parts, namely W̃HU , W̃MU , and202
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Algorithm 4: Solving the subproblem for W̃UU

Input: ZU , W̃, γ, maxIter.
Output: W̃.

1 Initialization: M = W̃, U = V = S = K = T = 0,
Λ1 = Λ2 = Λ3 = Λ4 = Λ5 = Λ6 = Λ7 = 0, µ = 10−2, µmax = 106, ρ = 2, ε = 10−6,
t = 1.

2 Compute Z: Zi,j = ‖Zi
U − Zj

U‖
2
F.

3 while not converged or t > maxIter do
4 Fix other variables to update W̃ by

W̃ = (V + UT + M + S + K + T + Λ1 + ΛT
2 + Λ3 + Λ4 + Λ5 + Λ7)/(6µ).

5 Fix other variables to update U by U =
(
W̃T + V − (Λ1 + Λ6)

)
/(2µ).

6 Fix other variables to update V by V =
(
W̃ + U− (Λ2 + Λ6)

)
/(2µ).

7 Fix other variables to update M by

M = max(‖W̃ −Λ3/µ‖1,1 − γZ/(4µ), 0)� sign(W̃ −Λ3/µ).

8 Fix other variables to update S by S = prox(W̃ −Λ4/µ).

9 Fix other variables to update K by K = max(W̃ −Λ5/µ, 0).

10 Fix other variables to update T by T = min(W̃ −Λ7/µ, 1/Nk).
11 Update Lagrange multipliers by

Λ1 = Λ1 + µ(U− W̃T), Λ2 = Λ2 + µ(V − W̃),

Λ3 = Λ3 + µ(M− W̃), Λ4 = Λ4 + µ(S− W̃),

Λ5 = Λ5 + µ(K− W̃), Λ6 = Λ6 + µ(U−V),

Λ7 = Λ7 + µ(T− W̃).

12 Update penalty parameter by µ = min(ρµ, µmax).

13 Check the convergence conditions: if ‖U− W̃T‖F < ε and ‖V − W̃‖F < ε and
‖M− W̃‖F < ε and ‖S− W̃‖F < ε and ‖K− W̃‖F < ε and ‖U−V‖F < ε and
‖T− W̃‖F < ε and ‖W̃t+1 − W̃t‖F < ε then

14 Stop iteration;
15 else
16 t← t+ 1;
17 end
18 end

W̃UU . The optimization problems of W̃HU and W̃MU can be formulated by203

min
W̃HU(MU)

β

4
‖W̃ � Z‖1,1 s.t. 1/Nk � W̃i,j � 0, ‖W̃‖1,1 = s, (10)

which can be solved by ADMM. More details can be found in Algorithm 3, where204

ZH(M) and ZU represent respectively the subspace features of XH(M) and XU , prox205

stands for the proximal operator for ‖W̃‖1,1 = s [34]. We technically add the con-206

straint W̃i,j � 1/Nk in order to share the same unit level with LDA-like graph.207
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(b) The Chikusei MS-HS Datasets

Figure 3: Convergence analysis of LeMA are experimentally performed on the two MS-HS
datasets.

For W̃UU , the objective function can be written as208

min
W̃UU

β

4
‖W̃ � Z‖1,1 s.t. W̃ = W̃T, 1/Nk � W̃i,j � 0, ‖W̃‖1,1 = s, (11)

which can be effectively solved using Algorithm 4.209

Finally, we repeat these optimization procedures until a stopping criterion is satis-210

fied.211

2.4. Convergence Analysis212

The alternative alternating strategy used in Algorithm 1 is nothing but a block213

coordinate descent (BCD), which has been theoretically supported to converge to a214

stationary point as long as each subproblem in Eq. (4) is exactly minimized [35]. As215

observed, these subproblems with respect to the variables P, Θ and W̃ are strongly216

convex, and hence each independent task can ideally find an unique minimum when the217

Lagrangian parameter is updated within finitely iterative steps [36]. Besides, ADMM218

used in each subproblem optimization is actually generalized to inexact Augmented219

Lagrange Multiplier (ALM) [37], whose convergence has been well studied when the220

number of block is less than three [38] (e.g. Algorithm 2). Although there is still not a221

generally and strictly theoretical proof in multi-blocks case, yet the convergence anal-222

ysis for some common cases such as our Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 has been well223

conducted in [39][40][41][42]. We also experimentally record the objective function224
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values in each iteration to draw the convergence curves of LeMA on two used HS-MS225

datasets (see Fig. 3).226

3. Experiments227

In this section, we quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate the performance of the228

proposed method on two simulated HS-MS datasets (University of Houston and Chiku-229

sei) and a real multispectral-lidar and hyperspectral dataset provided by 2018 IEEE230

GRSS data fusion contest (DFC2018), by the form of classification using two com-231

monly used and high-performance classifiers, namely linear support vector machines232

(LSVM), and canonical correlation forest (CCF) [43]. Three indices: overall accuracy233

(OA), average accuracy (AA), kappa coefficient (κ), are calculated to quantitatively234

assess the classification performance. Moreover, we compare the performance of the235

proposed LeMA and several other state-of-art algorithms, i.e. GLP [31], SMA, S-236

SMA [29], CoSpace and Semi-supervised CoSpace (S-CoSpace). The original MS237

data is used as a baseline. SMA constructs an LDA-like joint graph using label in-238

formation. Besides label information, S-SMA method also uses unlabeled samples to239

generate the joint graph by computing the similarity based on Euclidean distance. The240

same strategy of graph construction is adopted for CoSpace and S-CoSpace.241

3.1. The Simulated MS-HS Datasets over the University of Houston242

3.1.1. Data Description243

The HS data in the simulated Houston MS-HS datasets was acquired by the ITRES-244

CASI-1500 sensor with the size of 349×1905 at a ground sampling distance (GSD) of245

2.5m over the University of Houston campus and its neighboring urban areas. This data246

was provided for the 2013 IEEE GRSS data fusion contest, with 144 bands covering247

the wavelength range from 364nm to 1046nm. Spectral simulation is performed to248

generate the MS image by degrading the HS image in the spectral domain using the249

MS spectral response functions (SRFs) of Sentinel-2 as filters (for more details refer to250

[6]). The MS data we used is generated with dimensions of 349× 1905× 10.251
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Table 1: The number of training and testing samples for the two used MS-HS datasets.

Class No. Houston MS-HS dataset Chikusei MS-HS dataset
Class Name Training Testing Class Name Training Testing

1 Healthy Grass 537 699 Water 301 858
2 Stressed Grass 61 1154 Bare Soil (School) 992 1867
3 Synthetic Grass 340 357 Bare Soil (Farmland) 455 4397
4 Tree 209 1035 Natural Plants 150 4272
5 Soil 74 1168 Weeds in Farmland 928 1108
6 Water 22 303 Forest 486 11904
7 Residential 52 1203 Grass 989 5526
8 Commercial 320 924 Rice Field (Grown) 813 8816
9 Road 76 1149 Rice Field (First Stage) 667 1268
10 Highway 279 948 Row Crops 377 5961
11 Railway 33 1185 Plastic House 165 475
12 Parking Lot1 329 904 Manmade (Non-dark) 170 568
13 Parking Lot2 20 449 Manmade (Dark) 1291 6373
14 Tennis Court 266 162 Manmade (Blue) 111 431
15 Running Track 279 381 Manmade (Red) 35 187
16 / / / Manmade Grass 21 1019
17 / / / Asphalt 384 417

Total 2897 12021 Total 8335 55447

Multispectral image

Hyperspectral image

Training labels where MS and HS are overlapped

Testing labels

Healthy Grass

Stressed Grass

Synthetic Grass

Trees

Soil

Water

Residential

Commercial

Road

Highway

Railway

Parkinig Lot1

Parkinig Lot2

Tennis Court

Running Track

Figure 4: The multispectral image and its corresponding hyperspectral image that partially covers
the same area, as well as training and testing labels, for University of Houston dataset.
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3.1.2. Experimental Setup252

To meet our problem setting, a HS image partially overlapping MS image and a253

whole MS image are used in our experiments, and meanwhile the corresponding train-254

ing and test samples can be re-assigned, as shown in Fig. 4. In detail, since the total255

labels are available, we seek out a region where all kinds of classes are involved. The256

labels in the region are selected as the training set and the rest are seen as the test set,257

as shown in Fig. 4 and specifically quantified in Table 1.258

The parameters of the different methods are determined by a 10-fold cross-validation259

on the training data. More specifically, we tune the parameters of the different algo-260

rithms to maximize their performances, e.g. dimension (d), penalty parameters (α, β),261

etc. The dimension (d) is a common parameter for all compared algorithms, and it can262

be determined covering the range from 10 to 50 at an interval of 10. For the number263

of nearest neighbors (k) and the standard deviation of Gaussian kernel function (σ)264

in artificially computing the adjacency matrix (W) of GLP, SMA, and S-SMA, we se-265

lect them in the range of {10, 20, ..., 50} and {10−2, 10−1, 100, 101, 102}, respectively,266

Similarly to CoSpace, S-CoSpace and LeMA, we set the two regularization parameters267

(α, β) ranging from {10−2, 10−1, 100, 101, 102}.268

3.1.3. Results and Analysis269

Fig.5 shows the classification maps of compared algorithms using LSVM and CCF270

classifiers, while Table 2 lists the specific quantitative assessment results with optimal271

parameters obtained by 10-fold cross-validation.272

Overall, the methods based on manifold alignment outperform baseline and GLP273

using the different classifiers. This means that the limited amount of HS data can guide274

the corresponding MS data towards better discriminative feature representations. More275

specifically when compared with S-SMA, SMA yields a relatively poor performance276

since it only considers the correspondences of MS-HS labeled data. This indicates that277

reasonably embedding unlabeled samples into the manifold alignment framework can278

effectively help us capture the real data distribution, and thereby obtain more accurate279

decision boundaries. Unfortunately, these approaches only attempt to align different280

data in a common subspace, but they hardly take the connections between the common281
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Figure 5: Classification maps of the different algorithms obtained using two kinds of classifiers
on the University of Houston dataset.

subspace and label information into account2, which leads to a lack of discriminative282

ability. With regards to this, our proposed joint learning framework “CoSpace” and283

its semi-supervised version “S-CoSpace” achieve the desired results on the the given284

MS-HS datasets.285

By fully considering the connectivity of the common subspace, label information,286

and unlabeled information encoded by the learned graph structure, the performance287

2The connectivity in manifold alignment is not strictly equivalent to the similarity of the two samples.
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Table 2: Quantitative performance comparison with the different algorithms on the University of
Houston data. The best one is shown in bold.

Methods Baseline (%) GLP (%) SMA (%) S-SMA (%) CoSpace (%) S-CoSpace (%) LeMA (%)

Parameter d (k, σ, d) d (k, σ, d) (α, β, d) (α, β, d) (α, β, d)
10 (10, 1, 10) 30 (10, 0.1, 30) (0.01, 0.01, 30) (0.1, 0.01, 30) (0.01, 0.01, 30)

Classifier LSVM CCF LSVM CCF LSVM CCF LSVM CCF LSVM CCF LSVM CCF LSVM CCF
OA 62.12 68.21 64.71 70.01 68.01 69.59 69.29 70.10 69.38 72.17 70.41 73.75 73.42 76.35
AA 65.97 70.47 68.18 72.18 70.50 71.02 72.00 72.88 71.69 73.56 73.12 75.61 74.76 77.18
κ 0.5889 0.6543 0.6164 0.6728 0.6520 0.6695 0.6659 0.6754 0.6672 0.6975 0.6784 0.7146 0.7110 0.7428

Class1 76.39 67.95 77.83 77.97 75.25 68.53 74.25 73.53 75.54 69.96 91.85 87.98 89.56 85.84
Class2 80.59 78.08 93.85 98.01 97.57 77.9 97.57 93.67 73.74 77.99 90.12 91.59 93.67 93.85
Class3 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Class4 85.51 92.27 89.66 96.62 94.78 98.74 95.85 98.55 98.74 98.26 92.75 97.29 97.49 99.61
Class5 99.06 99.4 99.49 99.66 98.97 99.14 99.32 99.4 99.4 99.4 99.4 99.66 99.49 99.57
Class6 86.14 86.14 96.37 99.01 86.47 70.96 99.67 99.67 85.48 85.15 99.67 96.70 86.47 86.47
Class7 50.62 63.76 48.63 64.01 72.32 77.14 72.15 69.66 73.98 80.05 75.06 80.96 83.21 88.03
Class8 56.49 56.06 56.60 59.85 62.01 62.23 64.61 63.85 63.53 62.01 55.84 60.39 62.77 62.01
Class9 56.22 70.58 69.63 69.02 49.96 61.27 50.57 45.00 59.79 64.93 65.8 71.54 64.49 61.88
Class10 45.36 45.25 45.46 49.89 58.12 52.32 58.33 63.61 64.14 57.70 58.97 51.79 60.97 53.59
Class11 27.43 43.88 22.45 38.65 28.86 36.46 36.46 34.77 36.54 47.26 35.78 38.65 41.27 49.96
Class12 31.64 56.08 31.75 37.83 35.84 62.50 34.18 55.2 46.79 62.72 34.29 58.52 45.02 76.88
Class13 0.00 0.67 0.00 1.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.89 0.00 1.78
Class14 97.53 98.77 94.44 92.59 100.00 100.00 99.38 98.15 100.00 99.38 99.38 100.00 99.38 100.00
Class15 96.59 98.16 96.59 98.43 97.38 98.16 97.64 97.64 97.64 98.16 97.90 98.16 97.64 98.16

of LeMA is much more superior to that of any other methods as can be observed in288

Table 2. This demonstrates that LeMA is likely to learn a more discriminative feature289

representation and to find a better decision boundary.290

As observed from Fig. 4 and Table 2, the training samples are relatively a few and291

meanwhile the distribution between different classes is extremely unbalanced. While292

training the classifier, more attentions are paid on those classes with large-size sam-293

ples, and some small-scale classes possibly play less and even nothing. For this reason,294

we propose to consider those large-scale unlabeled data, achieving a semi-supervised295

learning. Using this strategy, the semi-supervised methods, i.e. GLP, S-SMA, S-296

CoSpace, obviously perform better than baseline and their supervised ones (SMA and297

CoSpace). Moreover, we can see from Table 2 that there is a significant improvement of298

classification performance in some classes (e.g. Stressed Grass, Water) after account-299

ing for unlabeled samples, particularly between SMA and S-SMA as well as CoSpace300

and S-CoSpace. However, these aforementioned semi-supervised methods carry out301

the label propagation on a given graph manually computed by gaussian kernel function,302

limiting the adaptiveness and discriminability of the algorithms. LeMA can adaptively303

learn a data-driven graph structure where the labels tend to spread more smoothly,304

which can result in a more effective material identification for those challenging classes305

(few training samples), such as Trees, Residential, Railway, Parking Lot1. In addi-306
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tion, we can also observe an easily overlooked phenomenon that the LeMA’s ability307

in identifying certain classes still remains limited, such as Parking Lot2(only 1.78%)308

and Railway (49.96%). Parking Lot2 is basically classified to Commercial and Park-309

ing Lot1, while Railway is largely identified as Road and Commercial. This might be310

explained by the limited number of training samples as well as fairly similar spectral311

properties between several classes.312

3.2. The Simulated MS-HS Datasets over Chikusei313

3.2.1. Data Description314

Similarly to Houston data, the MS data with dimensions of 2517× 2335× 10 at a315

GSD of 2.5 m was simulated by the HS data acquired by the Headwall′s Hyperspec-316

VNIR-C sensor over Chikusei area, Ibaraki, Japan. It consists of 128 bands in the317

spectral range from 363nm to 1018nm with the 10nm spectral resolution. The dataset318

has been made available to the scientific research [44].319

3.2.2. Experimental Setup320

Fig. 6 shows the corresponding MS and partial HS images as well as selected train-321

ing labels and test labels. Again, the overlapped region between MS and HS, which322

should include all the classes listed in Table 1, is chosen based on the given ground323

truth [44]. Additionally, the parameters configuration for all algorithms can be adap-324

tively completed by a 10-fold cross-validation on the training set, which is more gen-325

eralized to different datasets. Regarding how to run the cross-validation for parameters326

setting, please refer to section 3.1.2 for more details.327

3.2.3. Results and Analysis328

We assess the classification performance of the different algorithms for the Chiku-329

sei MS-HS data both quantitatively and visually, as shown in Fig.7 and Table 3.330

Similarly to the University of Houston MS-HS data, there is a basically consistent331

trend for the different algorithms in the Chikusei MS-HS data. On the whole, the332

original MS data (baseline) fails to identify some specific materials such as Plastic333

House, Manmade (Dark), Rice Field (Grown), Bare Soil (Farmland), and Forest, due to334
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Figure 6: The multispectral image and its corresponding hyperspectral image that partially covers
the same area, as well as training and testing labels, for Chikusei Dataset.

Table 3: Quantitative performance comparison with the different algorithms on the Chikusei
data. The best one is shown in bold.

Methods Baseline (%) GLP (%) SMA (%) S-SMA (%) CoSpace (%) S-CoSpace (%) LeMA (%)

Parameter d (k, σ, d) d (k, σ, d) (α, β, d) (α, β, d) (α, β, d)
10 (10, 1, 10) 20 (10, 0.1, 20) (0.1, 0.01, 30) (0.1, 0.01, 30) (0.1, 0.01, 30)

Classifier LSVM CCF LSVM CCF LSVM CCF LSVM CCF LSVM CCF LSVM CCF LSVM CCF
OA 60.20 71.11 62.30 72.26 67.90 71.53 69.68 73.27 71.12 75.69 72.60 77.11 75.11 81.71
AA 69.42 70.40 69.80 70.71 70.79 66.47 72.27 70.01 73.96 71.46 71.64 71.33 75.29 75.73
κ 0.5523 0.6761 0.5784 0.6894 0.6391 0.6802 0.6602 0.6818 0.6746 0.7260 0.6911 0.7420 0.7194 0.7933

Class1 78.21 80.54 78.09 80.42 98.72 82.52 99.53 97.90 92.54 79.25 98.83 98.37 98.25 98.83
Class2 94.43 82.70 94.11 93.84 93.20 92.50 93.20 93.09 93.47 94.91 87.04 93.63 93.20 93.79
Class3 23.54 50.06 37.75 76.87 62.57 55.31 68.41 76.55 80.40 77.71 80.65 77.23 89.29 89.90
Class4 92.13 92.56 92.23 95.72 90.57 91.53 92.51 88.76 90.59 96.23 94.64 92.49 95.11 96.96
Class5 97.65 94.68 96.84 88.45 28.43 16.06 24.01 32.85 83.94 66.52 51.81 43.32 60.74 67.78
Class6 62.01 81.48 57.47 69.67 62.52 78.91 68.27 79.67 63.61 79.02 72.34 88.48 76.34 87.27
Class7 99.67 99.93 99.66 100.00 96.87 97.79 95.40 99.37 97.74 99.75 98.41 99.87 97.63 99.80
Class8 57.11 93.40 69.06 98.93 95.59 93.49 96.88 96.53 95.05 92.72 99.48 98.45 99.27 99.18
Class9 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.92 99.53 99.13 99.45 99.21 98.66 99.76 99.21 98.34 99.76 100.00

Class10 24.81 19.56 26.64 19.06 21.39 15.48 20.94 13.09 22.35 18.00 22.75 14.83 26.47 26.46
Class11 0.00 2.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 5.47 0.63 5.68
Class12 90.32 88.91 90.32 89.61 90.14 85.92 90.14 89.44 90.32 80.46 89.96 89.44 88.38 90.14
Class13 33.11 33.09 33.11 36.50 32.61 56.25 31.32 30.88 33.11 67.90 33.11 54.93 33.11 68.73
Class14 94.20 85.38 79.12 59.40 72.85 59.40 94.20 86.31 59.40 52.44 14.39 49.19 45.01 53.60
Class15 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 93.58 100.00 100.00 100.00 93.58 97.86 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Class16 74.88 88.62 74.19 93.52 99.71 99.51 99.80 98.82 97.84 100.00 97.35 97.25 98.04 95.78
Class17 58.03 3.84 58.03 0.24 65.23 7.91 62.11 7.67 64.75 0.00 77.70 11.27 78.66 13.43
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Figure 7: Classification maps of the different algorithms obtained using two kinds of classifiers
on the Chikusei dataset.

its poor spectral information and a limited number of training samples. GLP utilizes the335

unlabeled samples to augment the training samples in a semi-supervised way, yet it is336

still limited by the low-discriminative spectral signatures. By aligning the MS and HS337

data, these alignment-based approaches (e.g. SMA, S-SMA, CoSpace, S-CoSpace, and338

LeMA) are able to find a common subspace in which the learnt features are expected to339

absorb the different properties from two modalities, resulting in a better performance.340

Compared to the supervised methods (SMA and CoSpace), their corresponding semi-341

supervised versions (S-SMA and S-CoSpace) obtain higher classification accuracies342

on both classifiers, which is detailed in Table 3. As expected, the performance of343

the LeMA is significantly superior to that of others, thanks to the great contributions344

of a common subspace learning from MS-HS data, a data-driven graph learning and345
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Figure 8: Classification maps of the different algorithms obtained using two kinds of classifiers
on the real dataset of DFC2018 (Multispectral-Lidar and Hyperspectral data).

the semi-supervised learning strategy. Despite so, the LeMA still fails to recognize346

some challenging classes, such as Weeds in Farmland, Row Crops, Plastic House, and347

Asphalt. The reasons could be two-fold. On one hand, the performance of LeMA348

is limited, to some extent, by the unbalanced data sets. On the other hand, LeMA’349

transferring ability would sharply degrade when a great spectral variability between350

training and test samples exists.351

3.3. The Real Multispectral-Lidar and Hyperspectral Datasets in DFC2018352

Although we follow strict simulation procedures, yet the two MS-HS datasets used353

above (Houston and Chikusei) essentially originate from a similar data source (ho-354

mogeneous), which means there is a strong correlation in their spectral features. This355
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Table 4: Quantitative performance comparison with the different algorithms on the DFC2018
data. The best one is shown in bold.

Methods Baseline (%) GLP (%) SMA (%) S-SMA (%) CoSpace (%) S-CoSpace (%) LeMA (%)

Parameter d (k, σ, d) d (k, σ, d) (α, β, d) (α, β, d) (α, β, d)
7 (10, 1, 7) 30 (10, 1, 30) (0.1, 0.1, 30) (0.1, 0.01, 30) (0.1, 0.01, 30)

Classifier LSVM CCF LSVM CCF LSVM CCF LSVM CCF LSVM CCF LSVM CCF LSVM CCF
OA 51.35 72.84 52.28 73.15 52.73 70.37 54.69 72.13 55.56 74.04 58.65 76.59 61.69 79.98
AA 59.46 78.64 60.57 81.64 58.06 77.78 65.34 78.72 66.16 80.46 67.72 83.67 65.54 88.82
κ 0.4194 0.6534 0.4289 0.6587 0.4366 0.6256 0.4598 0.6441 0.4670 0.6682 0.4987 0.6990 0.5284 0.7414

Class1 91.70 84.62 96.15 93.12 84.01 85.43 94.13 90.89 95.14 89.07 94.74 95.14 92.31 100.00
Class2 33.90 80.17 35.62 80.74 73.00 82.40 69.57 80.17 61.32 80.37 69.73 81.52 78.09 87.90
Class3 94.92 96.16 96.02 96.57 95.06 95.06 96.30 96.30 93.83 97.26 94.79 96.30 96.57 99.45
Class4 83.00 92.50 85.50 97.50 85.50 90.00 84.50 94.00 83.00 91.00 85.50 98.00 79.00 100.00
Class5 43.71 90.42 30.54 87.43 53.29 87.43 52.10 85.03 61.08 92.22 45.51 92.22 30.54 100.00
Class6 80.44 90.60 81.32 91.82 78.79 87.77 82.80 87.98 83.94 90.35 85.24 91.27 89.71 96.50
Class7 59.26 82.01 61.11 81.52 57.62 78.21 58.66 82.45 59.89 82.37 63.95 85.14 69.56 87.47
Class8 14.07 31.98 10.75 36.00 21.71 28.00 20.83 35.16 26.64 38.71 11.77 39.51 31.43 49.96
Class9 48.54 54.14 50.77 58.40 44.87 56.96 52.60 53.49 47.94 63.30 53.69 68.55 40.47 62.26
Class10 10.16 42.07 8.00 31.70 6.77 37.82 5.55 29.21 11.02 36.67 24.21 38.40 12.93 38.04
Class11 23.54 72.03 25.96 79.07 79.07 74.45 45.88 75.45 34.21 76.26 54.12 81.49 62.58 100.00
Class12 93.85 85.85 92.92 94.46 92.00 87.08 85.85 90.15 85.54 86.15 74.15 95.38 66.46 100.00
Class13 60.50 74.96 57.31 87.56 59.33 73.45 60.17 77.98 63.03 79.33 64.71 87.06 70.59 99.83
Class14 39.93 87.15 55.21 90.63 17.71 86.11 47.22 85.76 66.32 89.58 75.69 90.63 55.21 99.65
Class15 95.39 96.77 97.70 100.00 93.55 98.16 99.54 97.70 99.54 98.62 99.54 100.00 95.85 100.00
Class16 78.39 96.77 84.19 99.68 77.74 96.13 89.68 97.74 86.13 96.13 86.13 98.06 77.42 100.00

makes the information of the different modalities transferred more effectively, but could356

limit the generalization ability in practice. To this end, we apply a real bi-modal dataset357

– multispectral-lidar and hyperspectral (heterogeneous) provided by the latest IEEE358

GRSS data fusion contest 2018 (DFC2018).359

3.3.1. Data Description360

Multi-source optical remote sensing data, such as multispectral-lidar data, hyper-361

spectral data, and very high-resolution RGB data, is provided in the contest. More362

specifically, the multispectral-lidar imagery consists of 1202×4768 pixels with 7 bands363

( 3 intensity bands and 4 DSMs-related bands [45]) collected from 1550nm, 1064nm,364

and 532nm at a 0.5m GSD, while the hyperspectral data comprises 48 bands covering365

a spectral range from 380nm to 1050nm at 1m GSD, and its size is 601 × 2384. In366

our case, our LeMA model is trained on partial multispectral-lidar and hyperspectral367

correspondences and tested only using multispectral-lidar data, in order to meet the368

requirement of our cross-modality learning task. The first row of Fig.8 shows the RGB369

image of this scene and the labeled ground truth image.370

3.3.2. Experimental Setup371

Our aim is, once again, to investigate whether the limited amount of hyperspectral372

data can improve the performance of another modality, e.g., multispectral data (homo-373
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geneous) or multispectral-lidar data (heterogeneous). Therefore, we randomly assign374

10% of total labeled samples as training set and the rest of it as test set in the ex-375

periment. Moreover, 16 main classes are selected out of 20 (see Fig.8), by removing376

several small classes with too few samples, e.g. Artificial Turf, Water, Crosswalks,377

and Unpaved Parking Lots. Likewise, we automatically configure the parameters of378

the proposed LeMA and the compared algorithms by a 10-fold cross-validation on the379

training set, which is detailed in section 3.1.2.380

3.3.3. Results and Analysis381

We show the averaged results of the different algorithms out of 10 runs to obtain382

a relatively stable and meaningful performance comparison, because the training and383

test sets are randomly generated from total samples in each round, as listed in Table 4.384

Correspondingly, Fig. 8 visually highlights the differences of classification maps for385

the different methods.386

Generally speaking, hyperspectral information embedding can effectively improve387

the classification performance of the multispectral-lidar data, which implies that the388

models based common subspace learning (e.g., SMA, S-SMA, CoSpace, S-CoSpace,389

and LeMA) can transfer the knowledge from one modality to another modality to some390

extent. We also observe from Table 4 that the semi-supervised methods which consider391

the unlabeled samples (e.g., GLP, S-SMA, S-CoSpace, and LeMA) always perform392

better than those purely supervised ones. Not unexpectedly, LeMA integrating rich393

spectral information and unlabeled samples achieves a superior performance, which394

demonstrates that the learning-based graph structure is more applicable to capturing395

the data distribution and further find a potential optimal decision boundary.396

One thing to be noted, however, is that compared to the performance of the different397

algorithms in the simulated MS-HS datasets from similar sources (homogeneous), the398

knowledge transferring ability of these algorithms in handling the real multispectral-399

lidar and hyperspectral datasets from different sources (heterogeneous) remains lim-400

ited, since all listed methods including our LeMA are modeled in a linearized way.401

Unfortunately, a single linear transformation fails to fit the gap between heterogeneous402

modalities well, despite a limited performance improvement.403
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4. Conclusions404

In real-world problems, a large amount of low-quality data (e.g. MS data) can405

often be easily collected. On the contrary, high-quality data (e.g. HS data) are usu-406

ally expensive and difficult to obtain. This motivates us to investigate whether a lim-407

ited amount of high-quality data can contribute to relevant tasks with a large amount408

of low-quality data. For this purpose, we propose a novel semi-supervised learning409

framework called LeMA, which effectively connects the common subspace and label410

information, and automatically embeds the unlabeled information into the proposed411

framework by adaptively learning a Laplacian matrix from the data. Extensive exper-412

iments are conducted using the LeMA on two homologous MS-HS simulated datasets413

and a heterogenous multispectral-lidar and hyperspectral real dataset in comparison414

with the other state-of-arts algorithms, demonstrating the superiority and effectiveness415

of the LeMA in the knowledge transferring ability. We have to admit, however, that de-416

spite a significant performance improvement in LeMA, yet its representative ability is417

still limited by linearly modeling way, especially facing highly-nonlinear heterogenous418

data. Towards this issue, we will continue to improve our model to a nonlinear version419

and simultaneously consider the spatial information (e.g., morphological profiles) to420

further strengthen the feature representation ability.421
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